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On Simultaneous Approximation by Modified 
Lupas Operators 
ASHOK SAHAI AND GOVIND PRASAD 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Lupas proposed a family of linear positive operators mapping C[O, cjc~) 
into C[O, x), the class of all bounded and continuous functions on [0, cc)), 
namely, 
where x E [0, ~1). 
Motivated by Derriennic [ I], we propose modified Lupas operators 
defined, for functions integrable on [0, x), as 
where 
p.,,(o=jy ‘1 (, ;:,,,+h. 
The object of the present paper is to study the problem of simultaneous 
approximation by these operators. Throughout this paper, the superscript 
(r) and 11. I/ stand for the rth derivative of the function and the sup norm on 
[0, a], respectively. Also, C stands for C;-o. 
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2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We shall need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let 
then 
T,,., = 1 (2.1) 
T 
II, I 
Jr+ 1)(1 +2-x1 
(n-r-2) ’ 
n>r+2 (2.2) 
(n-m-r-2) T,,.,,+l = 4 1 + -x I( T!!,!, + 2m T,,, ,! I 1 
+(m+r+ l)(l +2x) T,,.,,, (2.3) 
lvhere n > m + r + 2. 
Proqf We can easily verify (2.1 ) and (2.2), while proof of (2.3) follows. 
We have 
TA!ll, = (n - r - 1 ) c Pj,‘: r,k ,.fi+,(~)(l’-x)“c!l,-m.T,,,,,~ ,. 
Using t( 1 + t) Pf,Id( t) = (c‘ - ut) P,,,,.(t) twice and integrating by parts, we get 
x(1 +.u)(T(” +m. T ,r. m ,I.,,! ,) 
=(n---11)CP,,+,,, .Y ( )i,,‘Y(1 +y) pl,‘~r.k+r(l‘)ol-.~)“‘~? 
- 4 1 + 2x1 T,.,n + (n - r). T,,.,, + , 
or 
-d 1 + .y I( Cl,:, + m . T,,.,,, , 1 + 4 1 + 2-u ) . T,,.,,, - (n - r 1 T,,. ,,1 + , 
=(n-r-l)CP ,,+.,,(x)~)r- ((I f2x)(t-.u)+(t-x)‘+x(l -t.K)) 
x Pjl’ ) r,k + .(.I>). (?‘---r)“‘lQ 
= -(m+ I)(1 +2x). T ,,.,,, - (m+2). T,,,,,+, -mmx. (I +x). T ,,.,,, , 
This leads to (2.3). 
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Remark. In particular (2.1) and (2.2) in (2.3) gives 
T = 2(n- 1).X.(1 +x) (rt l)(v+2)(1+2x)’ 
“.’ (n-v-2)(n-r-3)+ (n-v-2)(n-r-3) ’ (2.4) 
where n > Y + 3. Also, (2.3) leads us to 
where [i.] stands for the maximum integer less than k 
LEMMA 2. For r = 0, 1, 2 ,... 
(M,rjf’)(,y) = (n-r - 1 Y (n + r - 1 Y 
II (n - 1 )! (n - 2)! cp n+r.k(X) 
Proqf: By Leibnitz’ theorem 
X 
=(n+r- l)! r 
(n-2)! ; (-I)’ (1) f P,,-+..k(X) 










Again, by Leibnitz’ theorem 
(2.6) 
PC” (n-l)! ’ t1 ..k+.(C’)=(n-r-l!,~~~(-l)’ ,Lk+,(Y). 
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Hence, 
(Mcr,,f)(x)=(n-r-l! (n+r-l)! 
II (n-l)! (n-2)! cp n+r.!sx) 
X 
s r pl:!r.l,+,(Y).(-l)‘f(Y)d~. II 
Further, integration by parts r times gets us to the desired result. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. I’fis integrable in [0, m), admits its (r + 1)th and (r + 2)th 
derivatives, which are bounded at a point x E [0, GO), andf”‘(x) = 0(x’) (c( 
is a positive integer 32) as x + cc), then 
lim n((M”)f)(x) -f”‘(x)) n II - r 
= (r + l)( 1 + 2x)f”+ “(x)+x(1 + .~)f”+*‘(x). 
Proof: By the Taylor formula, 
(Y-4’ .f““(y)-f”‘(x)=(y-x)f”+“(x)+If”+*’(X)+I ) ) (y-x)2 I1(y x) 
(3.1) 
where 
rl(y y) J”‘(Y) -f”‘(X) - (Y-X) .f”+ ‘7x) - (Y -X)2/2.f’r+21b) 
, , 
(Y - x I’/2 
if x # ~3 
=o 
if .Y = )‘. 
Now, for arbitrary E > 0, A > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that 
lr?(r, ,x)l d E for IL’- XI d 6, x < A. 
Use of (2.6) in (3.1) and further use of (2.2) and (2.4) leads to 
(3.2) 
(n - 1 )! (n - 2)! 
(n-r _ 2)! (n + r _ * )! (~!:‘f‘)(-~) -PY-~) 
= Tn.1 ..f ‘r+ “(eY) + T,,,? .f”+“(x) + E,,,,(x), 
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where 
E (~y)Jn----l) 
Fi.T ? 1 p,, + r.k(-Y) I” ’ p,, r,i, + ,(.1?)(,h+rl(.l’, -y) 4 L “‘0 
We shall now show that n. E,,,,(.u) + 0 as n 
R,,.r.,(-y) = ‘I. ln 1’- ’ ) 1 P,, + r.k(.Y 
( j’ - x)’ yI( j; .u) f(v 
and 
+ xl. Let 
K.r.d-~) = 
n.(n-r- I) 
2 1 P,, + r.fi(-y) 
xi pa r.k+r(l.). ( 1t-x)z “I(?‘. x) &, ?I I 1 Y, n 
so that 
It follows from (3.2) and (2.4) 
IR,z.r.,(+~)l 6 c. 
n-(n-r- 1) 
2 C P,, + r,k(x) 
P 
X 
J p,, r.k+r(Y).(y-X)Z.dy Ii \.I G6 
6 i: s( 1 + x), asn-+ r;. 
Further, from the assumption of the theorem, 




I I’ \ / i h > 
=. n.(n-r- 1) 
! 2 c pfl+r.k(.Y) j,, ,, ,I) p,, r.k+ .(J) 
(3.3) 
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ro 4 
(! n ’ 
in view of (2.5). (3.4) 
Hence, from (3.3) and (3.4) 
However, as E is arbitrary, lim, _ ?_(n. E,,,(x)) = 0. 
This completes the proof. 
Remark. We may note here that 
(n - 1 )! (n - 2)! 
(n+r-l)!(n-r-2)!+l’ 
asn-tx 
THEOREM 2. Let f'E Cl’+ “[O, a]. and let w(f ‘r+ I’; .) he the modulus of 
continuity off” + I’. Then .for r = 0, 1, 2 ,... _ 
ll(MI:‘f)(x) -.f”‘(X)ll d (‘rf, yJ2y. lip+ “(X)~~ 
+C(n, r). JX+i .w(,f”+“; C(n, r)), 
( ) 
Ithere ju = 2(n-1) a(1 +a) + (rf l)(r+2)(1+2a)*; C(n. r) = 
l,‘(n-r-2).(n-r-3). 
Proof We may write 
.f”‘(J) -,f”‘(X) = (y - x)f“‘+ ” (x)+{’ (f”“‘(f)-f”+“(X))a’t. 
‘; 
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Hence. 
(n-l)! (n-2)! 
(n _ ~ _ 2)! (n + r _ * )! (M!?f)(x) -.f”‘(.x) 
=(---1)CP,,+r,, (.v)(f”‘(.v) -J““(X)) dY 
=(n---1)CP,,+,, (xl jCIX p,,-r.k+.(Y) b-xi.f”‘“ix-) 
+ 
s, 
’ (,f”+ “(t) -f”+ “(x)) dt 
Also, 
I.f Ir+lyt)-f’(‘+‘) (x)1 q* +~).co(.f~‘+“;n). 
Therefore, 
(n - 1 )! (n - 2)! 
(n _ r _ 2)! (n + y _ 1)! (ML’fNx) -f““(X) 
6 IT,,, I . If“’ + ‘I (x)1 + (I&l + y) W”‘, 61, 
in view of Schwarz’s inequality. Further, choosing 6 = C(n, r) and using 
(2.2) and (2.4) we get the required result. 
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